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The Paths from and to Abstraction in
Stockhausen’s Gesang der Jünglinge

David Metzer

Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Gesang der Jünglinge (1955–56
[Song of the youths]) is often hailed as the first masterpiece of
electronic music. In the same breath, it is lauded for making
technological breakthroughs. Rarely, if ever, heard is the account
of a composition that takes imposing risks. Masterpieces and
breakthroughs do face uncertainties. The former, as lionized in
accounts of the premières of the Beethoven symphonies and
the outrage greeting Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, are works
that leap into unknown aesthetic domains, typically leaving the
audience behind. Breakthroughs cap off an experimental pro-
cess, in which new procedures lead to either failures or advances.
Gesang makes both of these gambles, yet, at the same time, it
engages in a different kind of risk, one with ramifications not
only for electronic music but also for modernism. Stockhausen
attempts to bring together the antipodal sound worlds of elec-
tronic timbres and the human voice. This effort can be seen as
part of a larger precarious undertaking in late modernist arts
involving a union of the abstract idioms pursued by modernism
with the familiar, recognizable elements it had discarded.

 A brief history of electronic music prior to Gesang provides
a clearer understanding of the challenges confronted by the
work.1 In the years after World War II, the technological re-
sources arose to make electronic music a sustained and growing
field of composition.2 So quickly had this field grown that by the
early 1950s two main approaches had formed: musique concrète
and pure electronic music. Based in Paris, the former drew upon
recordings of natural, or “concrete,” sounds, those heard in the
everyday world like a man singing or a train whistle. By manipu-
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696 lating sounds through various means (layering or playing them backwards, for instance),
composers could have listeners experience the sonic world around them in strikingly
new ways. The latter approach, often blankly called electronic music, created sounds
artificially in the studio, noises solely electronic in origin. With these timbres, compos-
ers could have listeners enter into a new and unknown sonic world.

Before composing Gesang, Stockhausen had pursued both approaches. As a stu-
dent in Paris, he composed his one and only musique concrète piece, Etude (1952).
The work notably does not build upon the recognizable sounds favored by musique
concrète composers. It takes the sounds of piano strings being hit by a metal beater
and elaborately manipulates them so that they come across as blips and bursts of static.
In other words, the acoustic has been made to sound electronic. Not surprisingly,
Stockhausen turned to pure electronic composition. After his return to Germany, he
settled in the studio of the Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) in Cologne, the base of
that school. His Studien I and II (1953, 1954) incorporate a range of synthesized tones.
Their artificiality and foreignness attracted Stockhausen, who, as he later recalled, was
seeking to create music “ex nihilo,” attempting “to compose neither known rhythms
nor melodies nor harmonic combinations nor figures; in other words, to avoid every-
thing which is familiar, generally known or reminiscent of music already composed.”3

Nothingness loomed large for Stockhausen and other young European artists who
lived through the war as children. It was all they were left with at the end of the
conflict: their legacy. At the same time, they could use nothingness—artistic spaces
devoid of the past—to separate themselves from the years leading up to that catastro-
phe.4 In the void, they could start over. Fervent modernist innovation, the kind agi-
tated for at the famous Darmstadt festival at which Stockhausen and other young com-
posers met, could provide that buffer.5 As boldly announced in the quotation above,
this brand of modernism strove to cast off not only vestiges of the past but also the
slightest traces of the familiar. Electronic idioms, so new and alien, could easily ac-
complish that goal, as could the integral serial idioms calculated by these composers.
In the latter compositional approach, the highly intricate serial organization of pitch
(the twelve-tone row), dynamics, rhythm, and other parameters, obviates the forma-
tion of conventional-sounding melodic or rhythmic gestures. Studien I and II, along
with a few other contemporary electronic works, employ such complex serial schemes
to piece together synthesized sounds. With the one approach compounding the other,
musical engagement with nothingness was pushed to an extreme.

This type of nothingness proved extreme even for Stockhausen. After those two
works, he felt the need to incorporate familiar elements into his electronic music,
having them serve as points around which the listener could orient him or herself in
the alien sonic surroundings.6 Stockhausen reached out to familiar sounds in Gesang,
the electronic work immediately following the two Studien.7 The piece combines elec-
tronic sounds with the voice of a boy reading and singing the text of the Benedicite, the
song of praise drawn from the biblical story of the three youths thrown in the fiery
furnace (fig. 1).8 The most human of sounds, the voice, and a familiar religious text
could be easily perceived by listeners.
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Fig. 1. Text for Gesang der Jünglinge

▲

Preiset (Jubelt) den(m) Herrrn, ihr Werke alle des Herrn—
lobt ihn und über alles erhebt ihn in Ewigkeit.

Preiset den Herrn, ihr Engel des Herrn—
preiset den Herrn, ihr Himmel droben.

Preiset den Herrn, ihr Wasser alle, die über den Himmeln sind—
preiset den Herrn, ihr Scharen alle des Herrn.

Preiset den Herrn, Sonne und Mond—
preiset den Herrn, des Himmels Sterne.

Preiset den Herrn, aller Regen und Tau—
preiset den Herrn, alle Winde.

Preiset den Herrn, Feuer und Sommersglut—
preiset den Herrn, Kälte und starrer Winter.

Preiset den Herrn, Tau und des Regens Fall—
preiset den Herrn, Eis und Frost

Preiset den Herrn, Reif und Schnee—
preiset den Herrn, Nächte und Tage.

Preiset den Herrn, Licht und Dunkel—
preiset den Herrn, Blitze und Wolken.

O all ye works of the Lord—
Praise (exalt) ye the Lord above all for ever.

O ye angels of the Lord, praise ye the Lord—
O ye heavens, praise ye the Lord.

O ye waters that be above the heavens, praise ye the Lord—
O all ye hosts of the Lord, praise ye the Lord.

O ye sun and moon, praise ye the Lord—
O ye stars of heaven, praise ye the Lord.

O every shower and dew, praise ye the Lord—
O all ye winds, praise ye the Lord.

O ye fire and heat, praise ye the Lord—
O ye cold and hard winter, praise ye the Lord.

O ye dew and storms and rain, praise ye the Lord—
O ye ice and frost, praise ye the Lord.

O ye hoar frost and snow, praise ye the Lord—
O ye nights and days, praise ye the Lord.

O ye lights and darkness, praise ye the Lord—
O ye lightning and clouds, praise ye the Lord.
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698 The inclusion of the voice raises challenges and risks. In particular, the challenge
was how to bring together sounds which previously had been isolated from each other,
cordoned off in separate, even inimical, spheres. There were no established ideas to
guide such a merger. As we will see, Stockhausen reached for means used in previous
works, specifically integral serial designs and sonic transformation. But would they
now be enough? If not, the sound world could disintegrate into fractious bits. Besides
fragmentary discord, the danger of one element overwhelming the other arose. The
foreignness of the electronic noises could envelop the voice and expunge its familiar-
ity, or the voice could so absorb the listener that the electronic sounds could fade into
the background.

In his searching account of modernist visual art, T. J. Clark raises similar questions
about a group of paintings by Jackson Pollock. He focuses on a series of works from
1947 to 1950 in which a cluster of recognizable images—the human figure, masks,
animal shapes—intrude upon the daedal drips of paint.9 The appearance of images in
an abstract scheme that had become almost sacrosanct for some critics and artists
stirred much commentary at the time and continues to do so. Echoing Clement
Greenberg, Clark finds these elements to be “risky” (FI, 345–6). To him, the risks
emerge from the difficulties of bringing together the figure and the abstract. The
figure had long disappeared from Pollock’s work, being almost a distant memory of a
world before the rise of his monumental abstraction. To bring it back and incorporate
it into the abstract designs would seem to pose an insurmountable challenge. Accord-
ing to Clark, Pollock’s solution was to “reconcile” the figure and abstract through less
than reconciliatory means. The two negate each other. The spontaneous throwing of
paint already served as a negation of the figure, pushing it aside and off the canvas,
seemingly for good. Now brought back to that space, the figure contravenes those
patterns, reasserting a pictorial scheme in which it is primary. As such, the figure func-
tions as “the negation of a negation” (FI, 344).

Clark’s account encourages us to explore how Stockhausen’s piece responds to larger
tensions in modernism. Surely there is a parallel to be drawn between the electronic
work and paintings. Where to draw those lines, however, may not be immediately
clear. To facilitate the comparison, two broad categories can be proposed: the abstract
and the familiar. Admittedly those terms are vague and quite unconventional in rela-
tion to music (although less so with respect to electronic music). In a general sense,
music is abstract, not being able to depict or narrate things in any specific way. The
term is used here to convey a particular inscrutability, like that which electronic sound
had for 1950s audiences and continues to have for some present-day listeners. The
abstract, consistent with Stockhausen’s ex nihilo music, is a realm devoid of any ele-
ments that we can recognize and connect to known entities—such as the spaces cre-
ated in fields of pure electronic sound or, as with Pollock, dripped paint. In other
words, the abstract is a realm untouched by the familiar, which conversely can be
viewed as the known and identifiable, anything from a boy’s voice to the human figure.
So familiar are these elements that they, as Stockhausen counted on, stand out even in
the most foreign of surroundings. Or to view things from the other side, those sur-
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tion to their specific connotations.

Stockhausen frequently used these categories in describing his early electronic music.
Hymnen (1966–67), for instance, thrives on the contrast between borrowed national
anthems, “the most familiar music imaginable,” and electronic sounds, “which make a
completely abstract impression and are not reminiscent of anything”10 In the sound
worlds created by the composer, the abstract and the familiar serve as opposite points,
very distant points as made clear by the superlatives attached to them. Gesang and the
electronic works following it, including Hymnen, explore the space between and around
those remote poles.

This study also uses the terms as sonic and conceptual poles around which the
different elements in Gesang circulate. Not only do the various sounds (ethereal elec-
tronics, child’s song) gather at those poles but so do related categories. Some of these
categories form oppositions which divide along the abstract/familiar split. There are
three such oppositions. The first is purity/impurity. Modernist abstraction often claimed
the status of purity by concentrating on intrinsic means and gestures. Anything out-
side of this narrow purview—the things we know, or the familiar—is consigned to the
impure. Yet drawing a line between the two proves difficult, as Gesang is so invested in
the idea of purity that even the “impure” becomes pure. Another opposition is elec-
tronic sound versus speech: the alien, indecipherable timbral flow versus the jut of
familiar words and ideas. Finally, there is machine and childhood. The terms are far
removed from notions of the abstract and the familiar yet they too divide along the
lines of those two broad categories. The machine is a realm of technology and preci-
sion capable of producing the electronic sounds, whereas childhood is one of natural-
ness and innocence called to mind by the boy’s voice.

With the terminology and specific elements in place, we can examine how Gesang
and Pollock’s paintings respond to the risks of using the familiar. A key difference
quickly emerges. Pollock’s paintings have the two categories stare off at each other
across a great divide. The encounter amounts to a draw. In Gesang, there is much
movement between the two poles, with all three related oppositions heading toward
the side of the abstract, be it the pure, electronic sound, or the machine. The piece’s
commitment to modernist ideals of abstraction pushes the oppositions toward that
point. The individual pairs, though, take separate routes, some direct, others circui-
tous. Moreover, some of the pairs drive further into the abstract than others. With
each opposition going a different way, the movement to the abstract becomes not so
clear or straightforward.

As Clark states, there are no set solutions to the risks and challenges posed by the
merger of the abstract and the familiar. Each work is on its own (FI, 351). By looking
at the choices made in individual works, we can begin to see a larger picture of the
modernist negotiation of those categories. The picture is especially interesting in re-
gard to figures like Pollock and Stockhausen who opened up the highly insular and
abstract idioms of the 1940s and 1950s to recognizable elements. A study of Gesang
also throws light on specific musical modernist scenes. In particular, it offers a broader
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700 understanding of the aesthetic and cultural currents stirred by early electronic music.
Finally, we can reach a more encompassing view of Darmstadt modernism, one which
includes a well-known side of that music, the confident and aggressive avant-garde
idioms, as well as a new side: vulnerable idioms which need and take on risks.

****************

Before turning to the relationship between the abstract and the familiar in Gesang,
a few introductory remarks about the sonic materials and organizational schemes of
the work are in order. Capitalizing on the new technologies at the WDR, Stockhausen
created a plethora of electronic timbres. As with Studien I and II, Gesang incorporates
sine tones, single pitch sonorities with no varied colors or overtones.11 Those simple
tones sit at one end of a sonic spectrum. White noise, a wrangle of sounds within a vast
range of frequencies, sits at the other end. Between these two extremes lie impulse
sonorities, which are single, percussive tones featuring a rapid natural decay.
Stockhausen either presents these sonorities as isolated blips or combines them into
thick “swarms” (scharen).12 Moving from one end of the sonic spectrum to the other,
he not surprisingly moves sound itself. For the original performances, five individual
tracks were shuttled through loudspeakers positioned around the hall (fig. 2).13 Sounds
never remain stationary; they overlap each other and dart from corner to corner.

To unite these volatile electronic sounds with a human voice, Stockhausen held fast
to the ideals of integral serialism, expanding them to deal with an unprecedented range
of sonorities. The makeup of individual sounds as well as the relationships between
them could be serially defined.14 Even the voice could be pressed into a structural
scheme. To that end, Stockhausen established an ordered series of seven degrees of
comprehensibility, ranging from clearly understood syllables and words to raucous
sonorities comprised of overlapped vocal parts.15 For Stockhausen, both the voice and
electronics were part of a larger sonic continuum.16 As described above, the simple
sine tone sat at one end of that continuum and hectic white noise at the other. Differ-
ent forms of speech fall between these points. Isolated syllables and words stay close
to the sine tones, whereas superimposed vocal sonorities push toward the other end.
These outer ranges fascinated Stockhausen as did the vast middle ground. In the lat-
ter, elements blur, to the point that speech takes on aspects of electronic sound, and
sound assumes qualities of speech.

Stockhausen divides Gesang into six sections which can be labeled A–F (see fig.
3).17 He had originally planned and sketched out a seventh concluding G section but
did not have the time to finish it, leaving the work, as we hear it, incomplete. The
junctures between the individual units are demarcated by either dense impulse swarms
or silences. Stockhausen contrasts the sections by the treatment of the voice. Each one
highlights a specific manipulation of the vocal material. Overall, there are four basic
manipulations: clear syllables and words; vocal chords (massed, roughly homophonic
groupings of individual lines), vocal polyphony (divergent lines), and choral swarms
(very dense and unruly combinations of separate vocal parts).18 The opening A section
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Fig. 2. World Premiere of Gesang der Jünglinge, 30 May 1956, Broadcasting Studio of the WDR, Cologne.

Used by Permission of Stockhausen Verlag.

▲

Fig. 3. Formal Diagram of Gesang der Jünglinge
▲

Timing Section
0:00 A
1:02 B
2:43 C
5:13 D
6:21 E
8:39 F

* The above timings do not incorporate the ten second delay used in the
Stockhausen Verlag CD recording of the work.
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following four units concentrates on a particular category: swarms (B), syllables and
words (C), chords (D), and polyphony (E). The final F section serves as a timbral and
formal summation (even without the planned G section), bringing together all the
vocal categories and a wide range of electronic sounds. In this section, Stockhausen
also structurally realizes the sound continuum, as he breaks it down into twelve fixed
segments which can be combined to form larger sonic groups.19 These groups are
dispersed across the F section in a predetermined order. Quick cuts between these
disparate strands create a vacillating timbral surface, the rapid tremors of which bring
the work to a close.

Purity

Purity holds many promises—among them, ideals of essence and wholeness. Desir-
ous of those qualities, several streams of modernism not surprisingly sought to win
them. Writing on the modernist paintings prized by Greenberg, Donald Kuspit has
depicted modernism as “the point of view which sees art as the mastery of purity.”20

Such “mastery” emerges sharply in works which push the drive for purity to extremes
by restricting themselves to one basic material. Studien I and II arrive at such a point;
however, they do not fix on just any material but rather on a fundamental one: the sine
tone. In the early years of electronic music, that sound captivated. It was held up as
elemental, a sound of exact pitch with no overtones, existing at the core of all sounds.21

Herbert Eimert, one of the composers active at the WDR, called it a “pure element,”
beyond which there was nothing purer or smaller.22 Eimert and other composers, in-
cluding Stockhausen, realized that this “purity” was ultimately unattainable, as listen-
ers would always hear additional overtones and colors.23 Nonetheless, composers worked
with these sonic “atoms,” seeing them as the building blocks of a new music.24

The fusion of sine tones in the two Studien did produce a new music, but that
music proved hollow and was later abandoned. The pale sonic flow in both works
makes us wonder if purity, to turn Kuspit’s words around, did not gain mastery over
electronic music. When pursued in such extreme states—and how else can it be—
purity leads a work into vacuity. The idea takes over, becoming the essence of the
piece. Adorno called the emphasis on purity “a technocratic attitude” which speaks of
“something entirely too binding, violent, and unartistic.”25 For Kuspit, the notion of
purity seduces less by technical means than by being an “opiate,” one which “dulls”
the mind with sterility.26

Can purity escape this solipsistic void? As depicted by Adorno and Kuspit, it can-
not. Approaches to purity in different fields, particularly anthropology, suggest other-
wise. Mary Douglas’s classic Purity and Danger describes how cultural systems of pu-
rity can be “shattered and renewed.”27 She would agree with critics of modernist arts
that purity can be “hard and dead as a stone” (PD, 161). The stone, however, can be
more brittle than hard, as it breaks apart from emptiness and contradictions. At that
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703moment, the whole system collapses, but it can be salvaged by welcoming back that
which had been rejected, in other words, the impure. Douglas mentions the ancient
Hebrew Temple, which dismissed bodily fluids as grossly unclean only to allow blood
to cross the sacred threshold, as long as it was treated in special ways (PD, 159). The
use of blood brings together the pure and the impure, “an act of one-ment” going
beyond the significance of a specific ritual. According to Douglas, such unions nullify
the divisiveness upon which the demand for purity thrives and uphold a larger “com-
bination of opposites,” which proves a “satisfying” “psychological” and “religious” act
(PD, 169). For Gesang, the union of electronic sound and human voice is no less
profound. As realized in the design of the sonic continuum, the merger broadens and
deepens levels of unity, a “satisfying” state for serial composers, for whom the term
“unity” was a mantra. Some composers did indeed view unity as a religious state.
Stockhausen and Karl Goeyvaerts, two ardent Catholics at the time, viewed musical
unity, particularly the schemes of integral serialism, as emulating a “divine perfection.”28

There is one significant difference between Douglas’s model of renewal and the
path taken by Gesang. In the former, the pure reaches out to the impure, whereas, in
the musical work, the pure reaches out to the pure. The two elements entering the
electronic sound world—a child’s voice and a biblical text—bear strong associations of
purity. By virtue of being outside of the electronic realm they are foreign, and there-
fore impure; however, in the larger cultural realm in which Gesang operates, they
epitomize purity. The boy’s voice not only captures the innocence and naturalness by
which society defines childhood but it is also a pure sound, a voice with little or no
vibrato—a human sine tone, as it were. The biblical text obviously signifies the holy. It,
though, is not just pure but is also about purity, presenting many different forms of the
state. The youths thrown into the furnace embody childhood innocence.29 They are
made even more so by the fire, which refines, or purifies, them by bringing them into
contact with the divine, the angel encountered in the flames. That presence turns
them into fonts of religious faith, pouring out a florid song of praise. Their song calls
out the “works of the Lord,” which include pure elements, like water (in its various
forms of rain, dew, snow, and ice), air, and fire.

Instead of purity, Gesang gives us purities. They take different forms, including
both particular qualities (the sound of the sine tone) and concepts (childhood and the
sacred). Why reach out to this plurality? A fear of impurity could be one reason. Any
element brought into the electronic sphere would be considered impure. Outside
materials, though, were needed. One way to stave off the threat of impurity would be
to incorporate elements culturally embedded in the pure. Purity could reinforce pu-
rity, especially one which, like electronic sound, was felt to be deficient. From a differ-
ent perspective, the panoply of purities stems from what could be called modernist
audacity. Although Gesang stakes out a new type of purity (that of electronic sound), it
is still not satisfied. It wants more and gets it by gilding itself with other pure elements,
ones far removed from the sonic essences it seeks. Even venerable forms of purity, like
a child’s voice and a sacred text, can be taken apart and refashioned to complement the
new sonic order.
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704 This multiplicity raises the question of whether or not different forms of purity can
coexist.30 Indeed, can purity, a supposedly singular state, contain such diversity? In
regard to Gesang, these questions can be better answered by shifting the focus away
from the different materials—sine tone, electronic sound, child’s voice, biblical text—
to the means by which those purities are achieved. Purity is as much an action as it is
an inherent state. It is achieved through some means and those means determine the
ways in which it relates to the impure, the outside world. Or, in the case of Gesang, the
means reveal how the pure relates to the pure.

Prized as elemental and atomlike, the sine tone appears to possess a natural purity.
That sound exists by itself, hidden at the center of all sounds. In other words, it is not
made. Or is it? Its purity is achieved by a certain means, that of reduction. Discussing
Studie I, Stockhausen remarked, “We reduced everything to the element, which is the
basis for the variety of sound; the pure soundwave, electrically producible, called ‘sine
wave.’” 31 To get at these atoms, a sound must be diminished, its thick timbral layers
boiled off. Even when these layers have been removed, the sine tone does not exist. It
has to be electronically produced, or synthesized. It is nothing more than an acoustic
ideal—a wave pattern—given sonic life in the studio, no different from the other elec-
tronic timbres in Gesang. All the electronic sounds, from sine tones to impulse swarms,
result from a related means of achieving purity: exclusion. Sharing an antipathy to-
ward the extraneous, exclusion and reduction overlap. However, there are some dif-
ferences. Whereas reduction gradually removes the contingent, exclusion outright re-
jects it. Electronic sounds are created in a separate sphere, the studio. From the outset,
they have been set apart. Upon beginning at the WDR, Stockhausen isolated them in
the refined sound worlds of Studien I and II. In such pieces, and in certain moments
of Gesang, electronic sound becomes what Stockhausen calls “pure sound,” a realm
where sound is no longer tied to, or contaminated by, the known but rather exists in
and by itself (“MS,” 160). Electronic music achieves its essence, becoming sound about
sound.32

In contrast to electronic sound, childhood—signified by the boy’s voice—is a natu-
ral form of purity. Children are born pure, a belief reinforced by cultural discourses of
childhood.33 This purity, however, is fragile and short-lived. It perishes, succumbing to
the defiled adult world around it. Childhood exists more as the threat of impurity than
as a means of purity. If childhood purity is shaped by any action, it is that of loss. The
danger of violation makes the pure all the more cherished and protected, and thus
more frail.

Finally, the biblical text imparts a sacred purity. Unlike other forms of the pure,
that state does not arise from a specific means. The sacred, as conveyed in religious
traditions, is not created; it has always existed and will never change. It is eternal.
Gesang, or any mortal creation, can obviously never commandeer this quality, only
evoke it. The text, however, does point to a mode of purity that can be incorporated.
The tale of the fiery furnace describes how the flames refine the youths, making them
even more pure. Refinement functions as another important means of purity, one by
which the impure, or even the pure, can be elevated into a higher form.
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705We can now return to the question posed earlier as to whether or not different
types of purity can coexist. It appears that they can, but only so far as one means of
attaining the state dominates. The case of Gesang suggests that a single mode is needed
to create a relationship between the different materials, especially between the child’s
voice and the electronic sounds. The question becomes which one will govern Gesang.
In some ways, the answer depends on how you hear the relationship between those
two defining materials.

Many of the early reviewers of Gesang held to the purity of childhood. Their inter-
pretations are built around that ideal, revealing how purity, or one particular notion of
it, can dominate perceptions of the work. To these critics, electronic sound could never
possess purity, being so far removed from nature and the beautiful. If anything, these
sounds corrupted and distorted the pure, as heard in the treatment of the boy’s voice.
Several reviewers paint vivid scenes in which the voice is polluted, becoming an un-
natural, even grotesque noise, no different than the electronic timbres. Purity, as it
takes form in this work, exists as loss, that which is made impure. According to one
critic, the voice, “a gift of the divine,” was subjected to the “perverse possibilities” of
the electronic equipment, which damned it to a “hellish” sound world.34 Another re-
viewer describes how the boy’s voice, again a gift from God, was treated in ways going
“against nature,” mutilated into “howls” and “groans.” 35 The homage to divine gifts
reveals how some critics also appealed to the purity of the sacred, enshrining both the
boy’s voice and biblical text in it. The sacred elevates the voice, thereby allowing re-
viewers to dramatize its corruption.

The idea of electronic sound purifying the boy’s voice would have struck these crit-
ics as sacrilege. There is some truth, though, in this blasphemy, as it captures the way
Gesang approaches the relationship between those two elements. The piece clearly
holds to the ideal of purity. Out of all the depicted means of securing that state, it
adheres to one: refinement. The biblical story is not lost on the work. Gesang, how-
ever, rewrites the tale—yet more blasphemy. Having brought in outside materials, be
they pure or impure, the work must make them suitable for the pure realm of elec-
tronic sound. Gesang surrounds the child’s voice with electronic fire. The blaze, unlike
the biblical furnace, does not enhance the voice’s own purity; rather, the boy’s voice
feeds the flames, enhancing the purity of electronic sound. The voice is not so much
transformed into divine song as into sounds similar to the electronic timbres. In this
form of the story, the burning youths purify the flames.

Douglas’s study offers insights into this process of refinement. As she describes, the
impure can only be brought into the sphere of the pure when handled in specific ways.
For instance, the blood used in the Hebrew Temple had to be shed in sacrifice. By
following established laws, the outside element can be lifted to the level of the pure
(PD, 159). In this elevation, it takes on new qualities, either by assuming different
associations (that of sacrifice) or by being directly transformed. Gesang is ruled by a
set of laws, by various serial schemes. Stockhausen, to recall, viewed those schemes in
general as pointing toward a “divine perfection.” Such “perfection” demands purity.
Not surprisingly, sine tones were offered to the serial designs of Studien I and II, pure
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706 tones that could complement those laws and be easily molded to accord with them. A
voice, a sound following its own distinct rules, would seem to resist such treatment.
Yet it too ultimately follows “the chosen musical order.”36 As Stockhausen declares,
“the sung speech sounds, like all the electronic sounds, follow formal musical laws.”37

In other words, the voice must become like an electronic sound in order to adhere
to the same “laws” that those sounds do. Its purity must be changed, or refined, into
electronic sound. The change occurs at the outset of Gesang. The voice is broken
down into basic parts, vowels, consonants, and flecks of timbre. Those bits can easily
be transformed and combined to create new sounds. In other words, the voice proves
just as elemental, fragmentary, and malleable as the electronic components. It takes
on aspects of being “pure” sound, and, as such, it adds to that purity but is never
completely subsumed into it. No matter how scrambled and disjointed the text be-
comes, semantic meaning, the chatter of the impure, hovers around the voice, as words
and syllables can be heard here and there. Moreover, a child’s voice is a very distinct
timbre, one not easily dissolved. Nor does Stockhausen want to erase the voice, for it,
in its more distinctive and intelligible forms, anchors one end of the sonic spectrum.
As the piece progresses, though, the voice drifts further and further to the other end,
caught in the dense rushes of sound in the final F section.

Gesang, though, never settles down at that endpoint. It resists the finality of the
pure. Refinement—the attainment of purity—is held back by a fear of purity, specifi-
cally the hollowness of Studien I and II, a condition to which Stockhausen had no
desire to return. At the same time, a fear of impurity clutches the work. This anxiety
perhaps impelled the piece to reach out to the child’s voice and biblical text rather
than just any foreign elements. It also demands that Gesang attempt to refine those
materials, to make them assimilate to the world of electronic sound. Only a piece so
obsessed with purity could get caught in those conflicting fears and needs, being pulled
in opposite directions by the ideal.

Where does this tug of war leave the relationship between the familiar and the
abstract? Gesang, as mentioned earlier, drives toward the abstract. But, when viewed
from the perspective of the purity/impurity opposition, the movement toward that
side is not so far-reaching or clear, as both the familiar and the abstract lay claim to
purity. Moreover, the purities of the boy’s voice and biblical text resist complete re-
finement, thereby strengthening the presence of the familiar. Finally, the mixture of
different purities makes it difficult to keep the two categories distinct. Modernist works,
like the two Studien, typically equate purity and abstraction. Gesang rejects that equa-
tion, but it still clings to the abstract and the pure. Instead of having a single state of
purity define the abstract (the two being one), the work has different types of purity
loosely conform to a single notion of the abstract—that of electronic sound. This mani-
fold purity somehow holds together in Gesang, but it does not lend itself to other
compositions. It would be difficult to recreate this broadly pure and abstract world
with each new piece. In fact, Stockhausen never again did.
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Speech disrupts musical works. When the spoken word enters, a piece usually grinds
to a halt or music slinks subserviently into the background. The most clearly articu-
lated flow of verbal thought demands attention, crowding out the vaguer discourse of
music. So clear and comprehensible, speech obviously represents the familiar. As such,
it threatens to overpower any abstract idiom that reaches out to it. Stockhausen faced
this danger. How could electronic sounds, which were so foreign and obscure, stand
up to a voice? Speech/sound would appear to be a rather lopsided way of figuring the
relationship between the familiar and the abstract. In Gesang, though, the two inter-
twine and overlap, taking on aspects of each other, with sound eventually having the
upper hand. In order to understand this dynamic, we need to focus on two specific
relationships: speech and electronic technologies, and speech and music. Only after
discussing them can we turn to the interaction between speech and electronic music,
a relationship that Stockhausen was instrumental in forging.

During the early years of the WDR, much of the scientific and musical research
conducted there focused on speech.38 Werner Meyer-Eppler, a professor of phonetics,
spearheaded those efforts. He had a strong interest in using recent electronic tech-
nologies to analyze the minute components of speech. Some of the same machines, as
he and Eimert realized, could also be employed to produce sounds for musical use.
Meyer-Eppler’s innovative approaches to phonetics and new technologies attracted
many students, including Stockhausen, who attended his classes between 1954 and
1956 and began a doctorate under him. It is safe to say that the breaking apart and
molding of speech through new technologies in Gesang is indebted to Meyer-Eppler.

Not only could machines analyze speech but they could also synthesize it. The speak-
ing machine had been a long-standing technological goal, the pursuit of which extends
back to at least the eighteenth century. 39 Two recent efforts in this endeavor had found
their way into the WDR circles: the Vocoder (Voice Operated Recorder, 1936) and
Voder (Voice Operating Demonstrator, 1939).40 The former required a human voice to
initiate the process, breaking down the voice into data and processing it into an elec-
tronic form. The Voder took a crucial step by not requiring a human source. Con-
trolled by a human operator, it manipulated formulated speech sounds, approxima-
tions of vowels and consonants, to create its own voice. Interest in the devices at the
WDR proved relatively short-lived (new technologies were always being unveiled) but
they nonetheless became part of the stream of ideas flowing in and around the stu-
dio.41 In particular, the machines demonstrated how speech could be parsed into dis-
tinct sounds, a fragmentation taken further in Gesang. Above all, they proclaimed that
machines could speak, a declaration that Stockhausen’s piece also extends by develop-
ing its own form of speech.

Speech and electronic technology was a new relationship. Speech and music, in
contrast, was an age-old bond, and that is one of the reasons it was so challenging for
integral serial composers. In order to understand that challenge, we must expand our
conception of speech to encompass language in general, whether it be spoken, sung,
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708 or read. Stockhausen approached the term just as broadly in a 1958 article entitled
“Musik und Sprache” (Music and language).42 We, however, should not overlook the
spoken word, for it figures prominently in Gesang, being the form of “language” at the
heart of the work. In their initial experimental fervor, integral serial composers largely
rejected language, focusing on instrumental or purely electronic works. They may have
done so out of concern that the semantic proliferation of a text would jam the precise
inner workings of serial schemes and violate the isolation sought in a higher abstract
order. Yet composers did turn to texts, as seen in two classic works of the 1950s, Gesang
and Pierre Boulez’s Le Marteau sans maître (1955 [The hammer without a master]).43

Voices were needed to deliver those texts. Earlier integral serial works had also dis-
missed the voice, rejecting the conventional feel of lyricism it imparted and perhaps
fearing that it might dominate the ensemble and disrupt the calculated parity of parts.44

By welcoming the voice, composers could not help but deal with the lyricism and
expression of text characterizing centuries of vocal music.45 The question was how to
handle those venerable qualities in the newly chiseled abstract idioms.

Stockhausen addressed this question head-on in the succinctly titled “Musik und
Sprache” article. He discussed the solutions found in Gesang, Le Marteau, and Luigi
Nono’s Il canto sospeso (1956 [The song suspended])—three pieces by Darmstadt
composers. In describing the other two composers’ approaches, Stockhausen was re-
ally offering his own solution, one not surprisingly in agreement with the path plotted
for speech in Gesang. According to him, all three works enact a “transition from speech
to music,” in which the text dissolves to the point of becoming almost incomprehen-
sible and the voice may fade away altogether (“MS,” 44). As depicted by Stockhausen,
Boulez and Nono’s pieces take speech to a vanishing point. In Le Marteau, the voice of
the alto soloist gradually disappears, to the point that she sings with her mouth closed
(becoming a “speechless instrument” according to Stockhausen), and finishes the work
silenced in the ensemble, sitting out the final section. The second movement of Nono’s
work, according to Stockhausen, almost completely dissolves the text through the style
of setting the words (splitting up syllables between individual parts in the choir) and
by subsuming the words (especially the vowel sounds) into a larger serial design so
that they become almost indistinguishable.46 By placing Gesang last in his discussion
of the three pieces, Stockhausen appears to be holding it up as some sort of culmina-
tion. In many ways it is. With the electronic technologies, we can go beyond the van-
ishing point and cross over into a realm where speech disappears into music and “mu-
sic can approach speech” (“MS, 59). The following analysis discusses how Gesang passes
that point and what happens to the relationship between speech and electronic music
in the next realm.

The interaction between the two elements took shape well before the final version
of Gesang was ever completed. The recording of the child’s voice is an intriguing, and
largely unknown, aspect of the work. Stockhausen chose the twelve-year-old Josef
Protschka to sing the vocal parts for the piece. He realized, though, that those parts
proved too difficult for any musician, child or adult. They were largely conceived in
terms appropriate for electronic music. The pitches are not fixed in scale degrees but
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709rather in acoustical frequencies, many of them falling between the twelve chromatic
pitches, and the rhythmic durations are realized in centimeters (tape lengths) instead
of standard notation. Stockhausen aimed to surmount these difficulties by executing
the parts with sine tones and then playing back the recording of those tones to Protschka,
who listened to them with headphones and then sang them back to the best of his
ability. Protschka was in some cases given sheets that provided the text and general
melodic contour of a phrase, along with frequency and centimeter markings (fig. 4).47

The recording sessions lasted around three hours each. Stockhausen selected the best
takes and then transformed them to fit the context of a specific passage in the work.48

What is striking about this recording session is how it reassigns the traditional roles
between the voice and electronic technology. The latter typically services the voice or
remains beholden to it. Recording equipment reproduces the voice, trying to do so as
faithfully as possible. The Vocoder appears to have gained some autonomy by generat-
ing speech, but it still depends on the human voice as a source. Even the Voder relies
on replicas of human speech, vowel and consonant sounds, to create an approximate
version of that source. In these various cases, the voice is never the subaltern to tech-
nology. Yet in the recording session, and in Gesang itself, the voice plays that role.
Protschka in many ways becomes a Vocoder, taking in the electronic sound informa-
tion, processing it, and synthesizing it with his own voice. In Gesang, the lines be-
tween human voice and electronic technology twist even more. During the course of
the work, the electronic sounds appear to draw upon the boy’s voice so as to develop
the ability to speak. Going well beyond the output of the Vocoder or Voder, those
sounds do not imitate the voice but rather use it as a point of departure from which to
create a unique form of speech. Gesang presents us with an intricate scheme in which
a new type of electronic speech, one not resembling a human original, slowly devel-
ops.

We can follow this scheme by focusing on specific moments in the six sections of
the work. Gesang begins with a rush of impulse tones that dwindle into a series of
isolated pitches, approximately E-flat, G, G (lower range), C-sharp.49 Out of the sus-
tained E-flat emerges the voice, which sings the word “jubelt” to the pitches E-flat to
B-flat, roughly the outer pitches of the electronic phrase (:05-:12).50 A few seconds
later another moment of melodic imitation occurs, as the general contour of a three-
pitch electronic figure is taken up by the solo voice on the phrase “lobet ihn” (:26-:32).
In both cases, the imitation is not exact. Nor would one expect it to be. Ever so mod-
ern and variegated, Gesang has little to do with such a conventional and precisely
repetitive gesture as imitation. The aversion to imitation makes these two parallels, no
matter how loose, all the more surprising and significant. They take us back into the
studio with Protschka, hearing a child absorb electronic melodies and give them a
human voice. The recording session served as the first meeting between voice and
electronic sound in the creation of Gesang. Stockhausen appropriately restages it at
the beginning of the work, where it serves again as the initial interaction between the
two. By doing so, he immediately disrupts our expectations, having us hear the human
voice as secondary to the electronic sounds, something that imitates those sounds.
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The C section opens with the first extended passage for solo speaking voice.
Stockhausen slightly distorts the voice by fragmenting it so that our attention shifts to
the melodic movement between isolated syllables/tones. This passage also marks the
first prominent appearance of the low individual impulse sonorities which play a sig-
nificant role in the piece (3:02). Like the voice, these sounds move melodically from
one pitch to the next, as if enunciating lone words or syllables. In their study of the
sketches and structural plans of Gesang, Pascal Decroupet and Elena Ungeheuer note
that the spoken voice and electronic sounds in this passage have “shared organiza-
tional principles,” the “melodic contour” of the latter adhering to a structure derived
from the inflexions of spoken language.51 With that in mind, we can hear the impulse
sonorities not just as sharing structural elements with speech but rather as actually
speaking. It is not an entirely fanciful interpretation, for such sounds had strong asso-
ciations with speech in the WDR.52 György Ligeti’s Artikulation (1958), written at the
studio on the heels of Gesang, builds “an imaginary conversation” for just electronic

Fig. 4. Vocal charts given to boy soprano Josef Protschka.  Image taken from Karlheinz Stockhausen, Gesang

der Jünglinge, Elektronische Musik: Faksimile-Edition 2001 (Kürten: Stockhausen Verlag, 2001), 138.  Used by

permission of Stockhausen Verlag.

▲
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711sounds—no human voices chime in. Those timbres, as he puts it, have “speechlike
results.”53 Among the first “words” in that conversation are low impulse sonorities,
sounds that get the discussion off to a quick and engaging start.

These sonorities also form the “first words” in Gesang. It is perhaps not coinciden-
tal that those words emerge during a patch of clear human speech. The ability to speak
would not be possible without the model provided by the human voice. It offers the
contours and flow upon which the electronic sounds draw. The voice also gives a con-
text in which we can hear these impulse tones as resembling speech. So now we have
the electronic sounds responding to the human voice, the opposite of the relationship
set up in the recording session and at the beginning of the A section. The sounds,
though, are nowhere near as pliant as the voice was in those instances. The precise
pitches and contours of human speech are rarely, if at all, imitated by the electronic
sounds. Electronic speech instead draws upon only general qualities of the human
variety, and even then it quickly moves beyond those qualities into its own linguistic realm.

No sooner has this new language emerged than it disappears. During the following
few minutes (the rest of the C and the entire D sections), Gesang ricochets back and
forth between blocks of electronic sound and clear lines of human speech, or, as
Stockhausen tellingly puts it, between “pure sound” and “pure speech.”54 The distinct
impulse sonorities, the carriers of electronic speech, reappear in the E section, ac-
tively bouncing around in their own conversation. The boy’s voice does not participate
in the discussion. It instead behaves like the electronic swarms previously did, being
clotted in thick masses which interrupt the flow of electronic speech. In this topsy-
turvy world, electronic sounds speak, and human voices block with bursts of noise.

The concluding F section goes beyond a mere reversal.55 The longest and most
intricate part of the piece, it presents an ever-shifting mix of sounds and voices. As
described earlier, Stockhausen structuralizes the governing spectrum, segmenting it
into discrete units, which are combined to create constantly changing sonic strands.
The rhythmic conception enhances the timbral vacillation, as the composer isolates
sounds lasting from roughly one-twentieth of a second to one second.56 Defined speech
rarely appears, only sporadic isolated words and syllables. By this point, the human
voice has almost disappeared into the mercurial world of “pure sound.” Electronic
speech also seems to have faded away. The low single impulse tones are still heard but
they no longer dominate the conversation as they did in the C and E sections. Rather,
a new form of speech, one branching out from the single impulse tones, has taken
form. Those “first words” have given birth to a fecund vocabulary, as heard in the
diverse range of electronic sounds, a diversity unequaled earlier in the work. Elec-
tronic speech has grown before our ears. Artikulation charts a similar linguistic devel-
opment, beginning with lone impulse tones and concluding with a “complete mixture
and interpenetration” of the various sounds heard throughout the work.57 As in Gesang,
the final cluster grows out of the single sonorities. Artikulation suggests that Ligeti
was attuned to the evolution of electronic speech in Stockhausen’s work, as he tried to
raise the process to the next level by having electronic speech develop on its own in a
sound world untouched by the human voice.
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712 With or without the voice, both works grew out of a fascination with human speech.
Composers and scientists at the WDR were fascinated by its sonic and structural com-
plexity. According to Stockhausen, “sung speech-sounds probably represent the most
complex of speech structures.” Complexity was a magnet for composers already taken
by intricate sounds and structures. Speech would not just inspire them but it would
challenge them as well. To engage speech would require creating “much more sophis-
ticated electronic sounds” lest those sounds, paragons of complexity themselves, pale
in comparison.58 Gesang and Artikulation respond to the challenge by creating elec-
tronic forms of speech which emulate the melodic, timbral, and rhythmic aspects of
the human type. The two, however, take an even bolder step by making electronic
speech increasingly complex, to the point of surpassing the prized intricacy of human
speech. Once again modernist confidence, or audacity, arises. Whereas Gesang sought
to augment its purity with the pure, it now takes on the complexity of speech and not
only imitates it but also aims to exceed it.

Discussing the subsumption of speech into music in Le Marteau, Stockhausen de-
scribes how the voice, with mouth closed, becomes a “speechless instrument.” The
voice, as suggested by his phrase, loses something in this process. It proves no differ-
ent in Gesang. The voices in both works lose many of the same things, particularly text,
intelligibility, and distinct vocal qualities. In Gesang, however, the voice never outright
disappears, as it eventually does in Le Marteau. Turning things around, we can ask
what happens to electronic sound when it becomes speech. Does it lose anything?
Does it become “soundless speech”? On the contrary, electronic sound has much to
gain. It takes on new dimensions and layers of complexity. It becomes “speaking sound.”
When this new form of speech has been fully attained, as it is in the F section, elec-
tronic sound is at its richest, no longer merely imitating or interrupting the human
voice.

The boy’s voice still pervades the final section. Why does it ring so prominently, if
not clearly, now that sound has gained the ability to speak? There would seemingly be
no role left for it to play. There are, though, several parts that it performs in relation to
electronic speech. First, as in the C section, it operates as a constant point of compari-
son that highlights the speech-like affinities of the electronic sounds. In his account of
Il canto sospeso, Stockhausen relates how “the sense of speech can only be banished to
a vocal structure” when the listener can still detect it, as by hearing a “few fragmentary
syllables” (“MS,” 49). We need to hear speech, or traces of it, to realize how it has
made the transition to a “higher” structural level. In Gesang, the flashes of distinct
words reveal how thoroughly speech has been absorbed into electronic sound, and
into a higher form of electronic speech.

Finally, speech can never be fully “banished” for the same reason it was welcomed
into the work in the first place. It mollifies abstraction. As heard in Studien I and II,
electronic sound closes itself up in an abstract realm. Seeking unrivaled complexity,
electronic speech tightens the enclosure. The conclusion of Artikulation, for instance,
reaches a point of thick abstraction, a barrage of sounds. Notably the new language
developed in the work died with the piece, as Ligeti never took it up again, perhaps
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713realizing how abstruse it was. In Gesang, the boy’s voice keeps the crust of abstraction
from closing over the work by asserting the familiar. His voice provides something for
the listener to grasp. It also allows us to hear the creation of a new type of speech.

When framed as speech and sound, the play between the familiar and the abstract
proves quite labile. Speech moves toward sound; sound moves toward speech. Ulti-
mately, though, the two head toward sound, the realm of the abstract. Of all the pair-
ings discussed here, speech/sound goes furthest into that realm. The two categories
are easy to discern, compared to such broad and conceptual relationships as purity/
impurity and childhood/machine. With the terms so distinct, we can perceive the dis-
integration of speech, its pieces falling into an expanding pool of electronic timbres.
By the end of the work, there is little speech left in speech. Much of it has become
sound. Some of sound has also become speech, specifically electronic speech. The
electronic language developed in Gesang quickly leaves behind the most general af-
finities it had with the human voice and the familiar. It instead develops its own intri-
cate timbral lexicon. Despite being crowded by electronic sound, human speech still
endures. As it must, for speech is vital to the work, being at once a carrier of meaning,
a palliative to abstraction, and a linguistic model. Playing all those parts, speech re-
strains Gesang from venturing all the way into the abstract. The work, however, still
makes much headway in that direction, driven there by the creation of a new form of
speech.

 Childhood and Machine

The human speech resounding throughout Gesang belongs to a child. No matter
how contorted, the spoken and sung words represent that figure. The blips, swarms,
and blasts filling the work belong to a machine. Ever so contorted and strange, they
represent that object, noises emerging from the equipment of the WDR. Nothing but
the newest machines could create such new and inhuman sounds. In this light, the
boy’s voice and electronic sounds give the relationship between the familiar and the
abstract the guise of childhood and machine. There is seemingly no common ground
between those two terms. The child plays in a sphere of simplicity and naturalness,
whereas the machine grinds in a mechanical world of complexity. Innocence, that
characteristic of childhood, has no presence in that world, for machines are neither
innocent nor impure. Finally, children change and mature, in the processing losing
their innocence. Machines, on the other hand, stay the same, awaiting a moment of
obsolescence or destruction.

So remote are the two that it appears that they could never be brought together, let
alone merge into a single figure, like a child robot. Indeed, out of all the different
mergers of human and machine created in science, popular culture, and the arts, the
child machine is relatively rare.59 Like other mechanical beings, when and where it
appears, it causes anxiety by blurring the lines between human and machine, espe-
cially the unsettling, if not unthinkable, idea of combining the most vulnerable and
innocent stage of humanity with technological coldness and precision. The figure also
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714 raises a particular fear about technological inventions: they might “grow up” as chil-
dren do, becoming not so much older as more complex and powerful. The parents, or
human creators, could easily lose control of their offspring. Narratives dealing with
such figures focus on these troubling phenomena, seeking to resolve them in some
way. Attempts are made to clear up the mix, separating the parts so that we have a
child or a machine.60 In many cases, the two cannot be completely disconnected, but
the mix can be pushed to one side so as to dispel most of the disturbing muddle. From
the mix emerges an entity more machine than child or more child than machine. With
these narrative outcomes in mind, we can turn to accounts of two mechanical children
from the 1950s and then to Gesang to see how it deals with the sonic chimera of an
electronic boy’s voice. These examples may be drawn from very different sources (psy-
chological case study, comic books, electronic music) but they each respond to a larger
cultural need to separate the child and the machine.

In 1959, three years after the premiere of Gesang, Scientific American featured an
article about “Joey,” a “mechanical boy.”61 Child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim de-
scribed how “Joey,” an autistic child, took on the identity of a machine as a way of
dealing with the emotional muteness of his parents. As a machine, he would not have
to expect any feelings from them or give any in return. An early self-portrait shows
how “Joey” perceived himself, a robot with a blank stare and live-wired limbs. The
article details “Joey’s” mechanical persona, his surrounding himself with found parts
(bulbs, tubes, and wires) and pretending that his basic bodily functions were run by
machines. According to Bettelheim, the persona was so realistic that he and his staff
had to “force” themselves “to realize that ‘Joey’ was a child” (“JMB,” 117). Echoing
Freud on automata, he found the spectacle to be “uncanny.”62 As Bettelheim elabo-
rated, “a human body that functions as if it were a machine and a machine that dupli-
cates human functions are equally fascinating and frightening” (“JMB,” 117).

The article gets caught up in the spectacle, spending much time describing how
“Joey” “functions as if [he] were a machine” (“JMB,” 117). Unlike a conventional case
study, it devotes little attention to the cure, the means by which Bettelheim got “Joey” to
abandon his new identity.63 Bettelheim, though, continuously points the reader in the
direction of a cure. When the moment comes, it is both a clinical triumph and the fulfillment
of the cultural imperative to dissolve the “mechanical boy” chimera. Such an outcome,
clinical and cultural, is never in doubt. The human, especially the child, must be saved
from the machine. The article reassuringly concludes, “suffice it to say that [‘Joey’]
ceased to be a mechanical boy and became a human child” (“JMB,” 127). The natural-
ness of childhood has been restored, a naturalness, as Bettelheim warns, in constant
peril from the difficulties of “emotional development in a machine age” (“JMB,” 117).

Before there was “Joey” and Gesang, there was Astro Boy. In 1952, Japanese comic
artist Osamu Tezuka unveiled the title character in a new comic book, which proved so
popular that it took off in North America and Europe by the middle of the decade.64

Tezuka’s story had audiences peer into the distant future of 2003.65 It begins with a
death, as the scientist Dr. Tenma has lost his son. In his grief, he tries to replace him
with a robot created in the boy’s image. Tenma, though, realizes that Astro Boy will
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715never be human, and thus unable to fill his loss. The robot boy soon experiences his
own sense of loss, as he is sent away, a departure that instills in him an unceasing desire
to be human. He is taken in by the owner of a circus in which robots are forced to do
stunts and to battle each other. Dr. Ochanomizu, a crusader for robot rights, rescues
and adopts him, teaching him how to use his powers to help others. Although Astro
Boy saves humans from one disaster after another, they remain frightened by him.
Nonetheless, he continues to fight for them so as to gain their acceptance and possibly
become human himself.

Robot boys are not the only ones with that wish; wooden boys also share it. Astro
Boy is clearly indebted to the story of Pinocchio. There is, though, a significant differ-
ence between the two: the puppet becomes a boy, the robot remains a robot. More to
the point, he remains a chimera, a robot that wishes to be a boy and has child-like
qualities, the soft eyes and prankish spirit. The comic book does not completely re-
solve the figure. To do so would bring an abrupt halt to the narrative, as seen in both
the Pinocchio tale and “Joey’s” case study. It instead skews the mixture of machine and
human heavily to the side of the machine, so as to give us some clarity while keeping
up traces of the beguiling mix.

Gesang unleashes a chimerical voice. The voice sounds like a child one moment
and electronic noise the next. The two supposedly antithetical sounds inhabit a single
voice, one emerging from the mouth of the machine: the speakers. As we know by
now, the amalgam is unsteady and eventually settles to one side. And as we know even
better, it, like other forms of the abstract/familiar opposition, will go to the side of the
abstract, the sounds created by the new machines of the WDR studio. Invested in
those machines and sonorities, Gesang has them take possession of the new voice.
They even claim the real-life Protschka, who adhered to those sounds, attempting to
replicate their precision. Once his voice enters the electronic sound world, it behaves
in ways a child’s voice could never do—singing in layers, even singing backwards. Only
electronic timbres, ones voiced by a machine, can do those things.

There is still a child in that voice. He is not completely silenced by the machine.
Nor would we expect him to be. His voice serves several purposes. It enriches the
abstract machine song with touches of the familiar. It also evokes the youths in the
biblical story. Moreover, to erase the boy’s voice would prove difficult. It is a strong
and distinct sound, one that can survive the electronic topsy-turvy. Even in pieces, it
gives a presence to childhood, similar to stray words giving a presence to speech. Child-
hood remains, but a childhood swept into the realm of the machine. Like other works
conjuring the chimerical mechanical child, Gesang pushes the figure to one side. The
effort is undoubtedly part of the larger movement toward the abstract but it may also
stem from a cultural unease with the child machine. Even with such momentum,
Gesang, like Astro Boy, does not free itself completely from the disturbing hybrid,
giving us a voice that is much more machine than boy, but still both.

The blend is rather intricate, as not only does the boy move to the side of the
machine but the machine also acts like a boy. Just as Gesang has electronic sound take
on elements of speech, it has the machine assume aspects of childhood. The technol-
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716 ogy in the studio goes beyond the Vocoder and Voder by not just reproducing human
speech but by creating sounds that speak in their own way. With those sounds, the
machine could be viewed as learning how to speak. In other words, it becomes a child,
acquiring language by moving from a few words, the low impulse tones, to a full vo-
cabulary, the sonic spectrum of the F section. Such role-playing may not be the first
thing to come to mind upon hearing Gesang, but other critics have commented on
childlike aspects of the work. Electronic music was surely in a youthful period of be-
ginnings, but, according to Wilfrid Mellers, Gesang went beyond mere technological
origins. As he claims, it was “no accident” that the first piece to establish the idiom, to
make “imaginative sense” out of it, deals with themes of “childhood and youth.”66 Here,
electronic music takes its first artistic steps, and speaks its first words.

****************

Adorno also viewed Gesang as a youthful composition. It possessed vitality at a time
when so much new music had “aged” (“ANM,” 192). The preoccupation with serialism
brought about this decrepitude. New works succumbed to conformity and rigidity.
Turned inward, they could no longer speak of or toward the surrounding world. Whereas
modernist pieces from earlier in the century conveyed the “threateningly eruptive, the
ungrasped,” recent compositions could not, nor did they seek to, reveal the disturbing
truths assiduously repressed by society (“ANM,” 184). It is with relief and apparent
glee then that Adorno relates how Gesang so rattled one listener that the agitated man
wrote to the radio station about visions of atom bombs and destruction conjured by
the work. Stockhausen’s piece had ripped agape the screen of pleasantness covering
society, to expose the threatening horrors lying underneath.67 Adorno also praised
Gesang for avoiding the stultifying sameness resulting from the overreaching applica-
tion of serial schemes. Such designs “leveled” off the rich contours of musical materi-
als, reducing them to the same thin ground. Gesang, however, “contains characters
that contrast more strongly than had previously been the taste of the postwar genera-
tion.”68

Strangely, Adorno never identifies these “characters.” He never once mentions the
child’s voice or the religious text, if these indeed are what he means by the term. His
omission is curious, for those materials are so striking and unusual for electronic music
of the time that one would expect Adorno to say something about their inclusion. The
hostile critics and listeners certainly did. Nor does he discuss the relationship between
the child’s song and electronic sounds, except to comment that all the characters are
“technically connected.” The remark catches him out of voice, as it repeats serial com-
posers’ pat phrases of interrelationships and connections, empty chatter elsewhere
excoriated by Adorno.

Almost a half-century later, we can see Gesang and its “technical connections” in a
very different light. The work is not just one of the most intriguing pieces of 1950s
European serialism and early electronic music, it can also be viewed as participating in
a larger modernist effort to join the categories of the abstract and the familiar. The
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717effort intensified in the 1940s to 1950s as some artists, such as Stockhausen and Pol-
lock, sought to introduce recognizable elements into the densely abstract idioms that
they had been cultivating. As mentioned above, there were not set ways of going about
such a union. Each work had to find its own solution. Gesang recasts familiar elements
in ways emulating the ideals of the abstract, the world of electronic sound. What is
especially interesting about the work is how the opposition between the familiar and
the abstract assumes various forms. Each of these offshoots—purity/impurity, speech/
sound, childhood/machine—configures the opposition in unique guises, some of which
(speech/sound, childhood/machine) reinforce the abstract more than others (purity/
impurity).

Finally, Gesang offers a different view of the type of modernism cultivated at
Darmstadt. The piece holds true to the avant-garde audacity associated with the festi-
val. It brandishes new technologies and musical visions, both of which proved disori-
enting and upsetting to contemporary listeners. Confidence gives way to vainglory.
Gesang gilds the pure with the pure and knots the complexity of electronic sound with
the intricacy of speech. Yet at the same time, the work reveals a more vulnerable side
to this bold modernism. The vulnerability emerges in the need for the familiar, a need
arising from an admission of the limits and dangers of dense abstraction. The reaching
out to the familiar places the modern on new and parlous ground as it seeks to connect
the seemingly unconnectable. In facing these uncertainties, another side of Gesang—
appropriately, a youthful side—comes across. Like a child, the work takes first steps,
struggles, learns, and seeks.

Research for this article was supported by a grant from the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada.

The compact disc and facsimile edition of Gesang der Jünglinge and all other scores
and compact discs of the works of Karlheinz Stockhausen may be ordered directly
from Stockhausen-Verlag, 51515 Kürten, Germany, fax: 0049 2268 1813,
www.stockhausen.org.
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